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Q: 1. Answer the following by choosing correct answers from given choices. 

Q: 2. 

[1] In a topological space (.X, I), a neighbourhood of a point is 
[A] I-open [B] I-closed [C] either open or closed [D] none 

[2] Any topology on a non-empty set is _______ the indiscrete topology on that set . 
[A 1 Cuar~iCl than [8] fiuer tllCln [C] non-cum para ule [D] Il()Ill~ 

[3] In (R. U) which of the following is not closed 
[A] 0 [B] R [C] (1,2) [D] [l. 2] 

[4] If A is a dense subset of a topological space (X. I) then 
[A] AI = X [B] A = X [C] A- = X [D] none 

[5] If there is a proper subset of a topological space (X. I) which is open as well 
as closed then (X. I) is a 

[A] compact space 
[C] disconnected space 

[B] connected space 
[D] none 

[6] In its rclativised topology, the subset ____ of R is disconncted. 
[A] (0.1) [B] [0.1] [C] (0,1) U (1,2) [D] (0 , 1) U [l. 2) 

[7] If every opell conT of a topological space has a finite subcover then it is 
[A] Compact [13] Unbounded [C] a Regular Space [D] none 

[8J In a TJ space the complement of every singleton set is 
[A] closed [B] open [C] closed and open both [D] neither open not closed 

Answer any FIVE of the following. 

[1] Shm\' that the sets IR and 0 arc U-open 

[2] Define (i) Topological Space (ii) Usual Topology of IR 

[3] Find the sets of cluster points of (1, 2) in usual topology and discrete topology 
of IR 

[4] Define (i) Closure of a set (ii) Interior Point 

[5] Prove that indiscrete space is connected 
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[6J For X = {a,b,c} consider the topology T = {X.0 , {a,b},{c}}. Is (X,T) 
connected? 

[7J Is every discrete space a Tl space also? Why? 

[8] Prove that every metric space is a Hausdorff space 

Q: 3 [A] Show that usual topology of IR possesses all the properties for becoming a 
topology fOl i' 5 

[BJ Consider the topology 9 on IR where G c IR is g-open if G = 0 or G -# 0 and 
for each p E C there is a set H = {x E IRI a :( x < b} for some a < b such 
that p E H c C. Prove that 9 is finer than usual topology of lR 3 

OR 
Q: 3 [A] D(~fine Closed Set. Also if (X, T) is a topological space and Fl , F2 , ... , F" are 

T-closed subsets of X then prove that U{ F;/ i E J1J is a T-closed set 5 

lB] Are closed intervals of IR, U-closed? where U is the usual topology for IR 3 

Q: 4 [A] Let (X. T) be a topological space and A be a subset of X. Prove that A U A' 
is T-closed 5 

1 
[BJ Find the sets of cluster points of Rand {- In E J+} subsets of IR relative 

n 
to U-topology and I-topology 3 

OR 
Q: 4 [A] Let (X , T) and (Y, IJI) Le topological spaces alld I be a mapping from X into 

Y . Prove that if J(A-) c J(At for A c X , then the inverse image of J of 
every IJI-closed set is T-closed set. 5 

[B] Let (X, T) be a topological space and let il be a subset of X. Then prove 
that /1- = /1 U ;1'. 3 

Q: 5 [A] Show that a relative topology satisfies all the conditions for becoming a topo-
logical space 5 

[B] Prove that the space (H, U) is not compact and hence prove that no open 
intervai is compact in its rclativized U topology. 3 

OR 
Q: 5 [A] Assuming that connectedness is a topological property prove that (H.U) and 

(R.9) are not homeomorphic where U is usual topology for Rand 9 is defined 
as follows 
G E 9 if either C empty or it is a non empty subset of R such that for every 
pEG there is some H = {x E Ria :( x < b} for a < b such that p E H c G. 

[B] If (X, T) is compact and Y is a T-closed subset of X, then prove that (Y, Ty) 

5 

is also compact. 3 

Q: 6. State and prove the Heine-Borel theorem. 8 

OR 
Q: 6 [A] Prove that every compact Haw,dorff space is a T3-space. 5 

[B] 
3 
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